Abstract---
internet related services. Cloud computing is used for storing of data and accessing on internet instead of storing data on computer. So that user can access this data from of data is a most important functionality of storage of cloud. We are using public cloud, and storage as a service type to implement this system so that any authorized person can access this system. Using this application, securely, effectively, and flexibly sharing of data with any other group in storage of cloud is possible. In this implementing system there will be generation of public key for encryption, this public key which intern will generate constant size of cipher texts so that efficient assignment of data decryption and downloading authority to any cipher text keyword is possible [9] . One data owner only can generate infinite count of master secret keys, and he can formulate those keys in to compact single unique aggregate key. i.e. Data owner will only generate constant size of aggregated key for any flexible selections of cipher text keywords in storage of cloud, and the data that is encrypted outside of this selected data remain secure. Generated condensed unique aggregate key is expediently shared via a secure channel to data user or this key is stored secretly in smart card which has very limited secure storage [3].
II.
WORK CARRIED Sharing of Data in Group by Generating Key-Clump, in which it is possible to share data in storage of cloud confidentially, efficiently, and flexibly.
A. RSA Algorithm
In this implemented system RSA algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt files on cloud server [4] .
RSA is an algorithm used by modern computers to encrypt and decrypt data. It is an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. Asymmetric means that there are two different keys. This is also called public key cryptography, because one of them can be given to everyone. The other key must be kept private. It is based on the fact that finding the factors of an integer is hard. RSA stands for Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman, who first publicly described it in 1978. A user of RSA creates and publishes the product of two large prime numbers, along with an auxiliary value, as their public key. The prime factors must be kept secrete. Anyone can use the public key to encrypt a data, but with currently published methods, if the public key is large enough, only someone with knowledge of the prime factors can feasibly decode the data.
RSA involves a public key and private key. The public key can be known to everyone, it is used to encrypt data. Data encrypted using the public key can only be decrypted with the private key. The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the following way: 2) Calculate n = pq. a) n is the modulus for the public key and the private keys. 3) Calculate the quotient: Φ(n) = (p-1) (q-1). 4) Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < Φ(n), and e is coprime to Φ(n) i.e., e and Φ(n) share no factors other than 1; gcd(e, Φ(n)) = 1. a) e is released as the public key exponent. 5) Compute d to satisfy the congruence relation de = 1 (mod Φ(n)) i.e., de = 1+ k Φ(n) for some integer k. a) d is kept as the private key exponent. The public key is made of the modulus n and the public exponent e. The private key is made of the modulus n and the private exponent d which must be kept secret.
B. Generation of Key-Clump
Aggregate key -Using this aggregate key we can decrypt only shared document of a data owner.
Aggregate key = Master key + Shared files Id's Aggregate Trapdoor -aggregate trapdoor is created by converting generated private key to cipher text, which is created to provide search security. i.e., search keyword and shared keys will not be disclosed in cloud.
III. IMPLEMENTATION A. Encrypting Message
Data owner gives public key (n & e) to data user and keeps private key secrete. Data user wants to send data M to owner.
First turns M into a number smaller than n by using an agreed-upon reversible protocol known as a padding scheme. He then computes the ciphertext c corresponding to: c = m c mod n This can be done quickly using the method of exponentiation by squaring. Data user then sends c to data owner.
B. Decrypting Messages
Data owner can recover m from c by using private key in the following procedure: Here is an example of RSA encryption and decryption. The parameters used here are artificially small. 
IV. RESULT A. File Upload
User is uploading encrypted file.
B. Sharing of Data in Group
Data owner has to select data user to share stored files.
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C. Send Aggregate Key
Send generated aggregate key to data user.
D. Get Trapdoor
Enter aggregate key of shared file to generate trapdoor to decrypt file.
E. Adjust Trapdoor
Cloud server will adjust trapdoor to perform keyword search operation.
F. File Details
Shared file detail with data user is displayed on user home page.
G. Decrypt File
Decrypt shared file using aggregate key.
H. Download File
Downloading shared file in decrypted form.
V. CONCLUSION
The difficulties for confidentiality preserving sharing of data system is an open distributed storage in which an information proprietor wants to share out a large number of keys to allow them to access data owner documents. Both investigation and estimation outputs make sure this proposed system can give a successful way of implementing realistic information sharing framework in light of open distributed storage. In proposed system just data owner wants toward send single unique agg-key to information client for distributing large number of records with the information client, and only data client needs to present a solitary unique agg-trapdoor what time user wants to perform search operation on all archives shared by the same information proprietor. Using this trapdoor and search keyword server of cloud will perform search operation and test the result. Then this search result will be sent back to the data user. Using the same agg-key of data owner it is not possible for data user to decrypt or to download the documents that are having similar type of search keyword. That is rest all documents belongs to data owner that are outside the shared documents will be safe.
